
Spring Summer 2022



02 03

jacket:DD22448
pant:DD22466
t-shirt:DD22441



4

top:DD22432
jacket:DD22447
pants:DD22455
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06 07

shirt:DD22410
jacket:DD222412
pants:DD22450



maglia:DD19427
pantalone:DD19425

08 09

dress:DD22413
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tank top:DD22474
skirt:DD22425
jacket:DD22444



1312

shirt:DD22402
bermuda:DD22473



1514

tank top:DD22474
jacket:DD22445
pant:DD22462



1716

tank top:DD22474
jacket:DD22445
pant:DD22462
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top:DD22440
skirt:DD22426



20 21

shirt:DD22410
pants:DD22453



22 23

dress:DD22418



24 25

dress:DD22419



2726



the company

Bottega chilometri zero was founded 
in 2006 in Pove del Grappa, a small 
village in the province of Vicenza

Over the years the company has established
itself as the epicenter of a “zero kilometer”
supply chain that seeks to combine garments of 
global design inspiration with local production 
facilities.

“chilometri zero”

controlled supply chain e
sustainability of the territory

Within a radius of about 30 kilometers from its 
headquarters, Bottega is able to carry out all 
the production processes necessary to create its 
collections.
From the design of the garments to the last
finishing touch, everything happens here a few 
“steps away” from home.

recycling &
eco-sustainability

Bottega supports the environment with
responsible production solutions.

In our products, you will find labels that will 
tell you about the production measures we use to 
protect the environment, your health and maintain 
the quality of the products over time.
From eco-sustainable dyes, which drastically reduce 
the use of water to recycled fabrics that cut the 
useless accumulation of exhausted garments.

our brands

Made in Italy can’t be just a brand.

For us a natural philosophy of life and business.
Made in Italy is an intrinsic value you can feel 
in our products in them we want to make you
rediscover our culture and our identity.
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shirt:DD22402
pant:DD22465
jacket:DD22446
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shirt:DD22407
pants:DD22458



34 35

shirt:DD22411
pants:DD22460
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dress:DD22421
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shirt:DD22400
jacket:DD22449
skirt:DD22429
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shirt:DD22400
pants:DD22459
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44

top:DD22439
pants:DD22470
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shirt:DD22408
pants:DD22471
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dress:DD22416
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t-shirt:DD22433
skirt:DD22425
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dress:DD22424
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54

top:DD22438
skirt:DD22431

55



4.10 is produced and distribuited by:

BOTTEGA CHILOMETRI ZERO
via Cà Morolazzaro 23/b
36020 Pove del Grappa (VI)
Tel. +39 0424 550091
info@bottegachilometrizero.com

WWW.FACEBOOK.COM/BOTTEGACHILOMETRIZERO/

@BOTTEGA_CHILOMETRI_ZERO


